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I want to thank my distinguished guests for joining me today. 

Since most Executive Orders are handled in a routine manner, it is 
sometimes easy to overlook their significance. But this one is par.. 
ticularly significant. 

This order creates a National Commission to observe International 
Women's Year in 1975. The activities generated by this Commission 
will reinforce our continuing National commitment to women's rights. 

The event officially marks another step in our Nation's efforts and 
efforts around the world, for that matter, to improve the educational, 
economic and social status of women. 

The dramatic advances women have made--in politics, sports, business 
and science, and other areas of endeavor....are finally receiving the attention 
they deserve. The gains demonstrate real progress. 

But headlines do not guarantee that all barriers are down. The equal 
rights amendment, which I wholeheartedly endorse, has not yet been 
ratified by the number of states necessary to make it a pari: of the 
Constitution. Let 1975, International Women's Year, be the year that 
era is ratified. 

In the meantime, we will continue to explore legal inequities betw·gen sexes 
that can be changed by legislation. The gains of the past must be consoli
dated, but we must also break new ground. 

Breaking such ground means more than headline news of H'.e first woman 
to chair a national politica! pat:ty....or the first "NOarn ahi.~~le pilot. It 
means equal pay for equal work for the one woman of every three workers 
in the world labor market. It means educational and social opportunities 
for women of all nationalities. 

Equality for women is one objective 0 International Women's Year. 
Another is integration of women into the social and economic development 
of all nations, and third, recognition of women's increasing contributions 
to world peace. 

The relationship between the improved economic and educational status 
of women and the improvement of the communities in which they live is 
clear. Where women are held back, their families are held back. 

The vast potential of women has only been partially explored. Opening up 
new doors to approximately half the world's population is vital to solving 
many of our international problems. 
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When we discuss women's problems, we are talking about people's 
problems. Women's liberation is truly the liberation of all people. 

Robert Frost once described failure as "nothing to look backward to 
with pride, and nothing to look forward to with hope." Women who 
are pressing for their rightful place in society can do both--Iook back 
in pride and forward in hope. 

America's women are now in the front lines of our national effort to 
rekindle the spirit of our revolution--a spirit that just one year short 
of our two hundredth birthday as a nation still says all people are 
created equal--a spirit concerned about the reality of those words. 

International Women's Year is not just for women. It is for all people 
dedicated to seeing that the highest potential of each human being is 
achieved. 

I hope the Commission, which I will name, together with leaders of the 
Congress, will infuse the Declaration of Independence with new meaning 
and promise for women here and around the world. 
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